AFFIDAVIT CUM DECLARATION

Affidavit cum Declaration of Mr. /Ms. /M/s............................................ Agent /duly authorised person by the agent of the proposed firm /individual vide its/her/his Letter of Authorization dated.---------------------

I/We,........................................................... [Name of the Agent or Authorised person] do hereby solemnly affirm and sincerely state as follows:

That I/Agent declare that there is no proceedings/cases pending before any Court/Tribunal/Authoritiesby ------------------------------------------[Name of the Agent]

DEPONENT

VERIFICATION

We/I, ...........................................................[Name of the Agent/Authorized Person] declare that whatever stated above in para are true to the best of our/my knowledge and belief and nothing material has been concealed by me/us therefrom.

Verified at ..................... on this the ....... day of .................., 20.

DEPONENT